INTRODUCTION
Many problems involving finitely given ordinary differential équations (ODEs) turn out to be algorithmically undecidable, something that probably has not been sufficiently appreciated. It is true that the classical noncomputability resuit of M.B.. Pour-El and I. Richards [8] involves nonunique solutions and that these are not of much practical interest. There are however other undecidable problems, the event détection problems, which involve unique solutions and explicitly given ODEs. Indeed, event détection is dynamically undecidable, i.e., the ODE simulâtes dynamically the steps of a Turing machine computation and its définition contains only the transition rules of the Turing machine and not results of whole computations, see [11] .
The purpose of this paper is to extend the dynamical undecidability of event détection to ODEs of small dimension (that is, small number of dependent variables). This objective is of interest because the dimensions of the ODEs in [11] , [12] and [13] are rather high. Although it is possible to get lower dimensions by using different types of machines in the simulation, to reach dimensions one and two requires separate constructs. These constructs are the subject of the present paper.
There has also been a recent interest in Turing machine simulation by lowdimensional dynamical Systems, and the present paper may be considered as a contribution to this line of research, see e.g. [4] , [5] and [6] , The conclusions reached here are similar to those in [4] : A rather natural twodimensional dynamically undecidable event détection problem exists but to get to dimension one a much more complicated construct is needed. Somehow the smallest natural dimension for dynamical computation appears to be two, getting to dimension one strains naturality a lot.
Only some basic facts of computability, computable analysis and classical ODE theory are used. A good background is contained in [3] , [9] and in [2] or [10] .
PRELIMINAIRES
An event of an ODE y' = f (y, t), with the initial value y(0) = yo, occurs whenever at least one of the given équations is satisfied for some t in a given interval I. For aspects of numerical event détection see [15] . The event détection problem (EDP) is the problem of deciding for a given initial value problem and event on an interval I whether or not the event occurs.
If a quite gênerai approach is taken then it is not very difficult to obtain lowdimensional undecidable event détection problems. Indeed, take a universal Turing machine M with nonnegative integer inputs and define the séquence /o,/i,... of rationals by -_ f 2~m if J\A stops in m steps after receiving input n \ 0 if Ai does not stop after receiving input n.
Following the nomenclature of [9] , the séquence /o, ƒi, ---is then not a computable séquence of rationals but it is a computable séquence of reals as it can be approximated by the computable double séquence f n k (n -0,1,... ; k = 0,1,...) of rationals where r _ f 2~m if A4 stops in m < k steps after receiving input n \ 0 if M does not stop in k steps after receiving input n.
(A séquence of rationals is computable if there is an algorithm which on input n (resp. (n, k)) computes the denominator, the numerator and the sign of the nth (resp. the (n, fc)th) term in the séquence. A séquence #o, #i, • • • of reals is computable if it can be approximated by a computable double séquence r n k (n -0,1,... ; k -0,1,...) of rationals uniformly in n, i.e., %n -^nk\ < %~k for all n and k.) Now, détection of the event y(t) -0 for the ODE y f = 0, given n and the initial value y(0) = f n , is undecidable on any interval containing 0, because f n = 0 is undecidable. A further modification is obtained as follows. Define the smooth function It is easy to see that g is computable on [0,oo). Détection of the event yi(t) = 0 for the ODE |Yi = ^(2/2) -1 given an initial value yi(0) = 1,2/2(0) = n where n is a nonnegative integer is then undecidable on [0,1], There is a similar construct giving undecidability of two-dimensional symbolical event détection described in [11] .
EDP is dynamically undecidable for time intervals of the form [0, T) and [0,oo), as was shown in [11] through dynamical simulation of a universal Turing machine by an explicitly given ODE. Indeed, in [11] initial values yo are n-tuples of nonnegative integers, f is a fixed explicitly given function and the event to be detected is of the simple form yi(t) = 0.5. (No références to computability of reals or functions, or properties of symbolical expressions actually appear in [11] .) Moreover, the solutions are computable. Even a smooth choice for f is possible. Extensions of the undecidability to parametric ODEs and to closed finite time intervals are given in [12] and [13] .
The ODE used in [11] has a large dimension (that is, number of dependent variables). Réduction of the number of dependent variables dépends heavily on the internai structure of the ODE. For this purpose some eharaeteristics of the construct in [11] are given.
The central idea of [11] is to simulate a counter machine M with m counters and counter input (and no interna! states) by a 2m 4-1-dimensional autonomous ODE with an initial value at t -0. As is well known, counter machines have universal Computing power. The following properties of this simulation will be needed:
(A) The simulation of the i-th step of the computation of A4 takes place in two stages, the first stage in the time interval 2% -2 < t < 2% -1 and the second in 2% -1 < t < 2%. where the n's are at the m-th and the 2m-th positions.
(F) When A4 halts at the zth step, then the value of qi, which hitherto has been 0, is raised to 1 during 2% -2 < t < 2% -1, and will stay there for t > 2% -1. The ODE does not "halt." Halting of M is thus signalled by the event qi(t) = 0.5 which is undecidable.
Structural properties and explicit construction of Q are given in [11] (Theorem 1 and its proof). il bits %2 bits i m bits and, by Lemma 1, g(h(ï)) = i. Now, to move the value of z\ from one "typical" value to the next during first stage and using the value of 2:2 one takeŝ
ODEs OF DIMENSION TWO
(The fonctions s and P appeared in property (D) in the previous section.) To update the value z<i during second stage one then simply uses "dragging":
and z% (0) =• h% ..., 0, n).
During the opération Z2 starts from some value within zi±l and within a unit interval of time is dragged to the value z\ where it stays. There are of course several ways to get such a dragging opération. As in the case of the original ODE, if a nonreversible counter machine is simulated, then the solutions are necessarily nonunique in the backward direction and this nonuniqueness appears during the dragging. Indeed, whenever a counter machine configuration has several possible predeeessors, information of which one of them actually appeared will be lost after the dragging. However, if a réversible counter machine is simulated then the present configuration uniquely détermines the previous one and dragging can be replaced by a réversible opération similar to the one for z\ and a unique solution is obtained. It should be mentioned that réversible counter machines can simulate réversible Turin^ machines, see [11] , and the latter are known to be computationally universal {see [7] or [11] ). In any case, as in [11] , the solutions z\{t) and . 
(see Figures 5 and 6 ).
It remains an open problem whether Theorem 1 is valid for continuous f\ and j%. The computational history is preserved in the value of z, so the value n, given in the initial value z(0), can be recalled at any time during the simulation. Indeed, by Lemma 1,
n = 9m(z).
Thus the initial value problem aimed at here is and the event is There is no need for the dragging used in the previous section, as the history of the computation is preserved. Thus the solution z(t) is unique. It might be noted that the idea of preserving computational history to obtain réversible Computing is an old one. It appears first in the work of Y. Lecerf [7] and then independen tly in [1] . The construct used in [11] is frorri [14] .
A Note that the priée to be paid for getting Theorem 2 is the complicated structure of the event that must be used. As is easily seen, the event can be made simpler by adding one more dependent variable, and Theorem 1 follows.
The funetion ƒ in the theorem is discontinuous, for the same reason as that in Theorem 1.
